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ABSTRACT 

Many separate applications axe being developed, tested, and used in the field of 

medical imaging. A Telepathology System (TPS) is one such application, allowing 

pathologist access to microscopy and patient files at remote workstations, through a 

communications network coupled with a pathologist viewing workstation. This thesis 

outlines the development of a user interface pathology workstation. It models mi

croscope emulation in place of actual remote site microscopy by utilizing previously 

recorded specimen slide images. In addition, it models a communication network, 

and a remote site WS. User scenarios and performance characteristics for all three 

subsystems are outlined. The thesis confirms TPS can benefit telepathology by pro

viding two way communications between remote sites, access to patient demographic 

files and prior specimen images for comperative study, and the benefit of long distance 

consultation. Finally, a discussion of an actual implementation is presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Advances in medical imaging technology and network technology have created 

potentials for many new systems to assist medical specialists in long distance con

sultation and diagnoses [1, 2, 3], One such system is a Telepathology System (TPS) 

[4, 5]. Telepathology is the practice of pathology between two work site locations 

(workstation). At a local site, an image of tissue or specimen cell is displayed on 

a video monitor while viewing the specimen directly through a microscope is per

formed at a remote site. The pathologist is able to zoom, focus, and pan on the 

microscope image for diagnosis purposes. Essential components of a telepathology 

system include: 

1. A fully motorized microscope equipped with a high resolution video camera 

at a remote site (transmite site) [6]. The remote site has a connection to a 

communications network. 

2. A pathologist workstation (receive WS) that incorporates the controls for ma

nipulating the remote microscope and a high resolution video monitor. 
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3. A communications network between the remote and transmite and receive WSs 

site. 

Many variations are possible for each component of a telepathology system. For ex

ample, at the remote workstation site, preselected microscopic images can be trans

mitted via the communication network to the pathologist's workstation. 

TPS users are usually pathologists and physicians. A Telepathology System will be 

used mainly in and between medical centers. Utilizing a TPS will enable the medical 

expertise of specialized pathologists to be provided to many different medical centers 

in need of it. In medical clinics located in remote areas using TPS, physicians will be 

able to obtain diagnosis of patient's biopsy specimens promptly, which is critical in 

emergencies, or a pathologist can consult with another pathologist in difficult cases 

rapidly by using TPS. 

In this work, the TPS is analyzed through a system analysis procedures, including 

definitions of user scenarios and system requirements, detailed design, and software 

emulation of the project, this approach was selected due to the lack of availability of 

remote site microscope and camera equipment. 

This thesis is concerned with design and implementation of the user interface soft

ware suitable for a telepathology system. To demonstrate this, microscope functions 

have been emulated allowing the software to perform image manipulation on already 

prerecorded microscope images. 
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The objective of the thesis is to develop the user interface software and emulation 

of remotely controlling a microscope. These two parts of a telepathology system 

are integrally related and are developed here in the project. This project will gain 

a better understanding of the performance in telepathology for the collaboration 

between pathologists. The developed system can be used to study the user interface 

for a real telepathology system. 

1.3 Approach 

In this approach, the user scenarios and system requirements for a Telepathology 

System (TPS) were first developed. Then the TPS concepts and components axe 

described, as system requirements, in terms of types of telepathology, system compo

nents, image characteristics, and system performance. Finally the system design and 

software implementation on Unix platform in x-window environment were developed. 

For each type of telepathology system, which provides different services to the 

end users, diiferent user scenarios are discussed and explained in detail. Each user 

scenarios is derived from ability, limitation and usefulness of the underling TPS. These 

factors range from user scenarios for educational purpose to rendering diagnosis of a 

patient's pathology specimen in real time in emergency cases. 

The system software created for addressing above problem consisted of three parts: 
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1. Local Workstation (Local WS) user interface: a user friendly interface allow

ing image retrieval, either from a patient folder or another alternative source, 

and their viewing on x-window canvas. Controls have been incorporated for 

controlling and manipulating microscope and images displayed. 

2. Remote Workstation (Remote WS): it is modeled as file directory whose con

tents utilize preselected demographic files and microscope images of tissues 

specimen. 

3. Communication Network model (CNM): since there are no actual communi

cation linkages, appropriate time delays have been modeled to simulate time 

delay inherent in communication networks. 

The Local WS user interface consist, of various command interface objects detailing 

routines pathologists would perform locally. The Remote WS is modeled as a file 

directory containing patient's folders, as its subdirectory. 

Normally there would be a remote controlled motorized microscope for specimen 

slide examination at the Remote WS. In this thesis, due to the lack of availability of 

a remote site microscope and related camera equipment, all microscope functions are 

emulated by image processing routines at the Local WS rather than the Remote WS, 

but the Local WS user interface would be the same in either case. The Communi

cation Network Model (CNM) incorporates delay times with both fixed and random 

distribution into each routine dealing with control data transmission between the two 

workstations. 
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Chapter 2 

Chapter 3 Chapter 4 
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User Interface 
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Microscope 

Emulation 

Figure 1.1: Approach Diagram 

The user interface is constructed by Xview Toolkits in an x-window environment. 

The organization of this thesis is as follows (Figure 1). Chapter 2 describes user 

scenarios plus the TPS concepts, components, characteristics, problems, and require

ments. Chapter 3 describes the system's software entities design in detail. X- Window 

and Xview Toolkit concepts are described at the end of chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides 

details of implementation of Local WS software. It includes detailed descriptions of 

the user interface, microscope emulation, and the communication network model. 

Conclusions are in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TELEPATHOLOGY SYSTEM AND CONCEPTS 

2.1 System Requirements 

TELEPATHOLOGY is the practice of pathology over a long distance between col

laborating pathologists on two or more workstations (Figure 1). Telepathology 

system includes referral hospitals, diagnostic institutes, and telecommunication link

ages. Reports may be archived at a local or at a regional archive. To connect various 

parts of a telepathology system global communication networks are used. Commu

nications within the system are bi-directional and can utilize many communication 

technologies, including telephone lines. 

A telepathology system (TPS) virtually allows a pathologist to be in two places at 

once by communicating a high resolution video image of a patient's tissue specimen 

to a physician workstation (Local WS) located anywhere in the world [4](Figure 2.2). 

The components of a TPS include the following : 

1. A remote controlled light microscope attached to a high resolution camera (Re

mote WS). 



Local Databaso 

Local Hospital 

Network Remote Hospital 
Network 

Telephone 

Global Communication Network 
Lines 

Pathology Archive 
System Remote Hospital 

Network 

Storage System 

Remote WS 

Remote WS 

Figure 2.1: Telepathology System 
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Communication Network 

Local Hospital Network Remote Hospital Network 

Light Microspe 
Viewing Workstation 

Figure 2.2: Telepathology System's Components 

2. A Local WS (Receive WS), incorporating controls for remotely manipulating 

the microscope, and a high resolution video monitor. 

3. A communication network linking the Local WS and Remote WS. 

4. Pathology archiving system to store patient's files. 

2.2 User Scenarios 

Herein is a description of how a pathologist would use the TPS. A full function TPS 

will provide the pathologist with a means to remotely examine slides, perform image 

processing and analysis, and store the results. During a work session the pathologist 

will alternate between examining cases and rendering diagnosis. For each surgical 

pathology case, the pathologist will review pertinent parts of the patient record, 

systematically examine all slides, and enter a diagnosis in an electronic record. The 
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remote manipulation of the microscope will remain the central operation performed. 

Patient information can be reviewed on a word processing program on a monitor, 

or in a two way audio channel between the two sites. A TPS can be used in many 

different scenario's [5] ranging from education to expert-online consultation. One 

educational aspect of a TPS allows student to view and study sections of a great 

variety of specimens on high resolution video monitors [7] in class rooms. Another 

enables a medical research student to access and track a patient's records from a 

centralized database to study the impact of a particular course of treatment over a 

period of time. 

Perhaps the TPS's most important application [2] would be in rendering diag

noses. At the site of the surgery (any transmite site) with no specialized pathologist 

available, a tissue specimen may be obtained and a frozen tissue section processed. 

Then the slide containing the frozen section may be placed on the stage of a robotic 

microscope. Control of the microscope is exercised by the expert pathologist at the 

Local WS. The patient's history is transmitted to the diagnostic site (Local WS) 

either by electronic mail or audio channel. After the pathologist renders diagnosis, 

a report is generated and transmitted to the remote site via electronic mail or audio 

channel, simultaneously archiving it's electronic format into the patient's record. 

Several trends in laboratory medicine [3] seem to favor the development of telepathol-

ogy. These include the emergence of centralized reference laboratories, the creation 
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of financial incentives to spin-off certain in-house operating costs including labora

tory services, the growth of subspecialization within the field of pathology, and an 

increasing emphasis on quality control and quality assurance. 

2.3 Different Types of Telepathology System 

In respect to the type of services that an underlying TPS can provide, the spectrum 

of imaging telepathology varies from static to dynamic [6]. Depending on complexity 

and setting of the TPS, there can be three types of systems: 1) Static imaging, 2) 

Dynamic imaging, 3) Pseudodynamic imaging. These types of pathology systems 

will be explained in detail. 

2.3.1 Static Telepathology System 

In static imaging systems, pathologists at different locations are shown single static 

images of microscopic fields or gross specimens. Static telepathology systems can be 

thought of as a video-Fax, where single static images are selected and transmitted 

at relatively slow speed to the end user. 

Static telepathology systems are useful for educational purposes and for consulta

tion when a referring physician needs to consult a pathologist using a common image 

data base. 

In Static telepathology systems, images are acquired using an image grabber, 

computer based chip hardware captures a single frame of viewing image via video 
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camera, and stores it in a frame buffer of a digital image computer. These images 

then can be down-loaded to a referred site for viewing and consultation. 

Digital images are stored in memory, therefore memory requirements have a rele

vant consideration in Static telepathology systems. A 512 by 512 RGB image with 

8—bit per pixel requires 0.8 megabytes of information without data compression. 

With a suitable image compression routine, memory requirements can be reduced. 

Static telepathology system is the simplest system. It's advantages include relatively 

low hardware costs and the use of conventional telephone lines as one means of com

munication channel. Disadvantages include the relatively small number of images 

conveniently examined per case and the inability of the consulting pathologist to 

examine microscope slides by panoramic scanning in real time, the viewing mode 

normally used in practice. 

2.3.2 Dynamic Telepathology System 

Dynamic imaging telepathology systems incorporate robotically motorized micro

scopes and live digitized video images via a broadband telecommunication network. 

All functions of a motorized microscope, including slide movements, magnification, fo

cus, and illumination are remotely controlled. Operation of the microscope is shifted 

from the patient site to the Local WS site. There the consulting pathologist will be 

able to manipulate the slide by remote control while examining the specimen tissue 

section at various magnifications on the television monitor at the Local WS. 
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The Dynamic telepathology system is useful for educational purpose insofar as it 

can allow students to practice in simulated actual conditions making diagnoses, etc. 

Dynamic imaging systems vary with respect to their levels of complexity and the 

range of features they offer. The simplest system consists of a video monitor at the 

receptor site, a video camera focussed through a microscope at the transmite WS, 

and between the two, a communications link, often a co-axial cable. A pathologist or 

technician at the transmite WS is able to show a slide to a consultant at the reception 

site. A higher level of system complexity is introduced when a robotic microscope 

is added to the Remote WS, and robotic controls are added to the consultant's 

workstation at the reception site. 

The components of a remote dynamic pathology imaging system are: 

1. A motorized light microscope equipped with a high resolution camera at a 

remote site. 

2. A video digitizer which digitizes analog video images into a digital format, if 

digital images are used. 

3. A pathologist's workstation equipped with a video monitor and controls for the 

remote motorized microscope. 

4. A communications link between the Remote WS and the Local WS location . 

Microscope functions that can be controlled remotely include specimen stage X and 

Y for coordinates, focus , illumination, rotation and magnification. For real time 
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consultation a pathologist needs access to the patient's file at the same time he is 

viewing specimen slide images. This is best done by providing Local WS with a word 

processing program which can edit patient's file electronically while simultaneously 

receiving images. 

2.3.3 Pseudodynamic Telepathology Imaging System 

A third type of pathology imaging can be called pseudodynamic telepathology 

[8]. With it the specimen image is static, but the system operator can overlay text, 

drawing, and highlights in an interactive mode, and provides system operators at 

both the transmission site and the Local WS with the capability of denoting specific 

features of the static image in real time. Pseudodynamic imaging is particularly well 

suited for educational programs. 

2.4 Telepathology System Components 

In this section, the different TPS subsystems [9] and their components are de

scribed. 

2.4.1 Local Workstation (Local WS or Receive WS) 

The Local WS will be located at a central reference laboratory, at another hospital, 

or at an alternative convenient location. It should be equipped with : 
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1. Digital Computer: A microcomputer or minicomputer with sufficient memory 

and speed to handle telepathology requirements, run by a suitable operating 

system and user interface. The user interface should provide pathologists with 

a very simple set of menus. Interactions between them and the computer should 

be kept user friendly. The operating system should be able to integrate pathol

ogy tasks with other software programs required by Local WS, like communi

cation, image handling and manipulation, windows, and editing for patients' 

demographic files. 

2. Color Monitor: A suitable viewing monitor to view images. This monitor must 

have a high resolution screen. 

3. Communication Channel Interface: An interface to a communication channel 

is required to allow transmission of commands or data, or reception of data or 

commands, at the Local WS (and at the Remote WS, too). An audio channel 

integrated to the microcomputer, or a minicomputer communication channel 

and/or a separate telephone channel must be installed. The WS interface to 

communication link in order to be compatible with the type of the data utilized 

on the communication channels, will utilize one or more of the following devices: 

(a) Decoding and Encoding Device: A decoder to decode digital information 

and an encoder to encode digital information. An useful encoder enables 

the system to substitute sequential raster scanning for interlaced raster 
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scanning, thus minimizing aliasing, improving resolution, and minimizing 

bandwidth requirements. 

(b) Modulator and Demodulator Device: A modulator device to modulate 

analog information and a demodulator device to demodulate analog infor

mation. For example a modem (modulator and demodulator) should be 

used if telephone lines are utilized. If they are used to transmit images, a 

high speed error-correcting modem is best suited. 

2.4.2 Remote Site Workstation (Remote WS or Transmit WS) 

At any Remote WS the required, telepathology components are: 

1. Robotic Light Microscope: A robotic light microscope remotely controlled 

through communication channels which should be capable of performing the 

following tasks: 

(a) Varying magnification via lens changes. 

(b) Focal adjustment via lens movement. 

(c) Brightness adjustability via light source intensity variation. 

(d) Variable coordinate scanning adjustment via X (horizontal) and Y (verti

cal) slide movement. 
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To perform the above functions, a micro-chip based motorized step engine is 

needed. A micro-chip attached to the Remote WS communication interface in

terprets commands from the Local WS and based on the interpreted commands, 

controls a step stage motor's performance of them. 

2. Video Camera: Integrated to the microscope must be a high resolution video 

camera. Since image integrity is one of the main telepathology requirements, an 

RGB camera, which filters each image band into three different bandwidth (red, 

blue, and green) is most suitable because in very fine magnification situations, 

this type of camera will distinguish without blurring. 

3. Digital Computer and Frame Grabber: Attached to the video camera is a frame 

grabber, which permits video images to be digitized for storage in the frame 

buffer of a digital computer. A frame grabber integrated with a digital com

puter permits capture and storage of images locally. The captured images are 

digitized images put in the proper format, and stored by the digital computer 

software. There are many image format that are used for these proposes, includ

ing Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) and Joint Photographic Expert Group 

(JPEG) [10] (cf. section 2.4.5.1). The volume of produced and stored data 

is large with any standard used, so the digital computer utilized must have a 

sufficiently large storage and transmittal capability to handle any and all gen

erated data. The digital computer's data base will include all patient files from 

this site. 
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4. Digitizer: (In dynamic imaging) video frames should be sampled and digitized 

at a rate which is optimal at 30 frames per second. This is only necessary in a 

digital system. Analog images may be transmitted directly via a communica

tions interface. 

5. Interface to Communication Channel: Of necessity, this interface must be com

patible to it's counterpart in the Local WS (cf. section 2.3.1). 

2.4.3 Telecommunication Network 

Because they contain a great deal of information, telepathology images, regard

less of their application, require large bandwidth for transmission. Although proper 

use of image compression can reduce the bandwidth requirements, nevertheless large 

amounts of information are produced by images, color in particular. Types of telecom

munication networks suitable for TPS are: 

1. Conventional Telephone Lines: With a bandwidth capacity of 64 kbits/s, tele

phone lines have limited use in telepathology applications [11]. Static images 

captured by the frame grabber can be down-loaded to telephone lines using 

high error correcting modems, but excessive delay time created by image trans

mission limits the practicability of use of conventional telephone lines. With 

image segmentation and some image processing routines [12], it has been shown 

that regular telephone lines can be used in real time transmission of microscopic 

images, but they are less than optimal. 
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2. LAN: Local area network with bandwidth of 10 Mbits/s [13] (Token Ring, 

Ethernet) is suitable for some telepathology applications. A 512 by 512 image 

digitized 8-bit per pixel will take about two seconds for transmission with no 

data compression. Recent technological advances in LAN areas particularly the 

use of fiber optics as the communication medium, has increased transmission 

speed to 100M bits per seconds (FDDI) [14] [15]. Therefore the transmission of 

the same size full motion color images, with no data compression results in less 

than one second delay time, which makes it good for real time TPS operations. 

3. Broadband Technology: High speed packet switching, referred to as broadband 

packet switching [16], is an important part of the emerging network technolo

gies. Advances in VLSI technology will make possible large, multimillion packet 

per second switches for public and private network applications. At the heart of 

the Broadband Packet Switch is a self routing Interconnection Network . The 

Interconnection Network can be realized in various sizes to meet varied mar

ket needs. Research prototypes of Interconnection Network are being realized 

with 1 to 2 fi CMOS VLSI technology with bit rates of approximately 50Mb/s 

to 150Mb/s. SONET is 155.25 Mbits/s synchronous optical network. Infor

mations can be multiplexed onto optical networks. SONET uses synchronous 

techniques for transferring data, whereas packet switching network use asyn

chronous mode (ATM). Also GaAs VLSI technology may provide 1.0 Gb/s 
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internal link speeds. Packet switch architecture holds the promise of integrat

ing voice, data, image and video traffic in a single switching fabric providing 

new multimedia service capabilities. BPS architecture will take advantage of 

the superior transmission characteristics of the fiber optics medium and elimi

nate the need for error correcting and retransmission at the intermediate nodes 

in a network. The delay in a BPS can be much smaller than today's packet 

switches, and this will make real-time packetized voice communication a real

ity. The services bandwidth provided by a BPS will range from afew bits per 

second to 155 Mb/s per channel, which will cover telemetry, voice data, image 

and video services. Telepathology communication services represent a prime 

example of the need for BPS. Types of BPS suitable for TPS are: 

(a) Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN): Recent advances in areas of high-definition 

television (HDTV [17]) have demanded more bandwidth requirements on 

the Wide Area Network (WAN) like ISDN which at the present time is 

a baseband digital communications sub-networks which transfers infor

mation from node to node. These demands have resulted in emergence of 

Broadband ISDN with 150 Mbits/sec. B-ISDNs, as opposed to the narrow

band ISDN will use what is called the asynchronous transfer more (ATM) 

for transmission. ATM is used in packet switching and enforces a packet 

structure on the data. B-ISDN is fine for full telepathology applications. 
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(b) Gigabyte: Gigabyte networks are capable of transferring data at rates 

in excess of 1 Gb/s . An example of a Gigabit network is National Re

search and Education Network (NREN). The need for gigabit-per-second 

networks occurs when these images must be either generated remotely 

and/or transferred from a remote site. They would be fine for TPS, too. 

4. Satellite and Microwave: Transmission of live telepathology images via satellite, 

with suitable video signals and no data compression, require about 30 MHZ 

bandwidth. This is much larger than the National Television System Committee 

Standard (4.2 MHZ). Although transponders on satellites can accommodate 

bandwidths of 36 MHZ or more, the interfaces required to handle the 30 MHZ 

signal from a super high-resolution camera do not exist. 

Microwave communication has the ability to transmit and receive large amounts 

of information, it can be used currently for short point to point communication 

in TPS. 

2.4.4 Pathology Archive System 

Reports generated by pathologist and images of patient's specimen can be stored 

in a centralized archiving station named Pathology Archive System. Pathologist can 

review and examine each each patient's file remotely by utilizing TPS. Optical storage 

as means of storing images are most suitable. 
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2.5 Telepathology Image Characteristics 

Directly proportional to the effectiveness of a TPS are the clarity and integrity of 

image reproduction [18]. This is complicated by the innate amount of information 

requisite to the images. Just as there are different transmission possibilities, as men

tioned, so, too, there are other approaches to treating the information transmitted. 

There are discussed in the following sections. 

2.5.1 Image Resolution 

The quality of medical imaging data is extremely important for the proper diagno

sis and treatment of patients. Contrast and spatial resolution are the parameters that 

characterize image quality. Contrast resolution is derived from the number of shades 

of gray and the number of colors that can be displayed in each pixel(i.e. the number 

of bits per pixel). Spatial resolution is derived from the product of the number of hor

izontal and vertical pixels. Spatial resolution also is defined as the number of pixel on 

a scanned line and the number of scanned lines in an image. At 512 pixels per lines, 

and 512 lines per image scan lines can be seen on a TV monitor, but at resolutions 

of 1024 x 1024, or more, the scan lines become invisible. For many medical applica

tions, a resolution of 512 and contrasts of 8—bit per pixel satisfy the requirements for 

diagnostic quality. For telepathology applications, however, requirements for spatial 

and contrast resolution have yet to be determined. For TPS a minimum of 8 bits 

per pixel (256 levels of colors) are required. The resolution of a standard Television 
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Image size 
(pixels) 

Contrast 
resolution 
(b/pixel) 

Information 
content /images 

(Mb) 

512 x 512 

8 2.10 

512 x 512 
10 2.60 

512 x 512 12 3.15 512 x 512 
16 4.20 

512 x 512 

24 6.30 

1024 x 1024 

8 8.40 

1024 x 1024 
10 10.50 

1024 x 1024 12 12.60 1024 x 1024 
16 16.80 

1024 x 1024 

24 25.20 

2,048 x 2,048 

8 33.60 

2,048 x 2,048 
10 33.60 

2,048 x 2,048 12 50.40 2,048 x 2,048 
16 67.20 

2,048 x 2,048 

24 100.80 

Table 2.1: Image size and storage characteristics 

display monitor in the United State is 525 lines. For telepathology applications this 

appears inadequate, although there is no established standard. 

2.5.2 Image Storage 

The amount of information bits obtained from an image is a function of its spatial 

resolution and contrast resolution. It is derived from the product of image length 

and width in pixels and height in pixels, and the number of bits per pixel. The 

amount of memory needed to store each image, for a wide spectrum of image sizes, 

is shown in Table 1. Many types of devices are used for image storage. The oldest 

image storage media are photographic film and magnetic tape. Film images can be 
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formatted into digital form after being scanned. Usually this format is one byte plus 

a parity bit across the width of the tape and from 800 to 6250 plus a parity bit per 

inch. 

Optical laser disks represent the next generation of image storage [1], with storage 

capacity as high as 3.6 Gbytes for both sides. Automatic juke box arrangements are 

available to handle hundreds of disks. Laser-based optical disks can store thousands 

of images at the lowest cost per pixel. There are two types: one is read only and 

the other is write once read many (WORM). In the former, the images are put onto 

the disk at a central location using an expensive process. Then, using an inexpensive 

reader, the user may access the, images at a WS. For the WORM, the user may store 

images directly onto the disk at the WS, but then can only read those images that have 

been stored. Laser-optical disks will become the primary method for image storage 

in future image-handling systems and form the basis of image archives or databases 

in almost all medical imaging applications like TPS. Developments in optical tape 

technology have created another low-cost archival storage option for medical images. 

The emergence of the optical memory card is another interesting development for 

transporting images via standard credit-card-sized cards. Presently 2 to 200 Mbytes 

of digital information can be recorded and read by lasers on these cards. Due to the 

vast amount of information microscopy images produce, optical laser disks are the 

best storage media. Amount of storage is affected by image processing. 
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2.5.3 Image Processing 

Image processing can aid in minimizing noise attached to the image by acquisition, 

transmission, and reproduction. It can produce image enhancement either during 

scanning in real time or after digitization. Image processing permits reformatting 

and compression of high density digital data so that the number of bits required to 

represent an image becomes less than the total product of the number of pixels and 

bits per pixel [19]. 

2.5.4 Image Compression 

There are two type of data compression routines, lossless and lossy. Lossless data 

compression routines lose no information. In lossy compression routines, some data 

is lost, but this loss is compensated by a greater data compression ratio [20]. Since 

integrity of images are crucial in telepathology lossless compression routines are most 

recommended for TPS. The four major lossless compression techniques are: 

1. Huffman Encoding: a probability based encoding method that replaces the most 

commonly occurring symbols with the shortest codes. The codes are generated 

by constructing a tree with the symbols and their associated probabilities as 

the terminal nodes. This process is repeated until the top node with a value of 

one is reached. 

2. Arithmetic Encoding: it encodes sequences of characters. A decoding termi

nation symbol is used to delimit the sequence. The process places the symbol 
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set on a unity scale per the symbol probabilities. Each character encoded nar

rows the full scale range of the symbol set. The terminal value represents the 

entire sequence, and can be decoded using the knowledge of the symbol set 

probabilities. 

3. Run Length Encoding: its codes replace long sequences of ones or zeros. 

4. Lempel Ziv: a version of it is used to compress image files in GIF formats (cf. 

section 2.4.5.1), it uses code sizes to encode sequences of repeated characters. 

These approaches are also noiseless, ensuring for better image quality. 

2.5.5 Image Format 

A suitable image format is one that occupies the least storage area and is most 

compatible for transmission over communication channels. The two most popular 

image formats are Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) and Joint Photographic Expert 

Group (JPEG), and for full-motion images Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). 

Although is not yet determined which is best suited for TPS, JPEG images require 

less storage area than GIF images, but GIF images have better picture quality than 

JPEG images. Areas of sharp demarcation between colors look blurred in JPEG 

images. Therefore GIF images are recommended over JPEG images for telepathology 

applications. Also MPEG is better than JPEG for mass distribution, although the 

standards committee for MPEG has not completed its work. 
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2.5.5.1 Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) 

GIF was created to provide a hardware independent protocol for the exchange of 

raster graphic data. The main entities in GIF are protocol blocks and sub-blocks 

which contain the vital information for graphic reproductions. Because, GIF does not 

provide for error detecting or recovery, a reliable transport layer protocol is required 

when transferring images across a network. GIF uses a slight variation of the Lempel-

Ziv Welch compression algorithm(LZW). The LZW algorithm uses string repetition 

in the data as the basis for its compression. It defines a rule for parsing strings from 

a stream of data into substrings, and a coding scheme to map these substrings into 

unique codewords. The LZW compression algorithm requires the initialization of a 

string table. We can initialize the string table by choosing the code size and the 

number of values the characters can take. For example, if the code size is 10 and the 

number of values n = 24, ve can have 210 entires in the table and 24 different colors. 

2.6 Telepathology System Performance Parameters 

The major performance parameters and issues related to TPS are [8]: 

1. Microscope Control: The major constraints in operating a remotely controlled 

motorized microscope are instrument and subsystem time delays. There is an 

inherent delay of about a second between signal activation (e.g. to move the 

stage in a specific direction or to increment focus one step) and command com

pletion. Notification feedback (if required) introduces a delay of approximately 
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another second. Since remotely controlled operations, like focusing, require the 

sending and monitoring of many commands, currently available control sys

tems are inherently slow and undermine system efficiency. Delay of this type 

is called operation time delay. It is the main cause of the difficulty in control

ling a robotic, motorized microscope. For example , a positioning command 

is given, time is required for the slider to start moving, the operator perceives 

the movement (not in real time), but, contingent upon feedback notification 

time delay, the operator then recognizes that the movement is overshooting the 

destination and issues correction commands, and potentially starting the entire 

scenario again (causing even further delays). 

2. Image Acquisition: When images are captured through a camera, other con

straints are created. First, maintaining camera focus at all times, because, if 

a remotely controlled camera is required too, delay operations, as mentioned 

above, will pertain. Secondly, the amount of data produced by images. The 

digitized images constraint because of the need for large memory capacity and 

special interfaces for communication requirements. 

3. Telecommunication Network Delay: The time required to transmit user com

mands and color images through a network is called network time delay. Most 

delays which occurs in image transmission depends directly on the size, number 

of bits per second of image and the communications medium. 
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Collectively all of the above mentioned delays are called User Command Response 

Time. In other words, the total time it takes to initiate a command from the user 

interface Local WS, network delay time, operational delay time, and the feedback 

response time delay from the Remote WS. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

This chapter describes software components designed for user—interface, micro

scope emulation, and communication network model for a TPS. Likewise, user sce

narios and functions which implement the scenarios are described. 

3.1 Overall System Architecture 

The main goal of this thesis is to emulate control of a microscope remotely for a 

telepathology system. Therefore a user interface suitable for the emulation process 

in a TPS has been designed. The overall system architecture consists of a Local 

Workstation (Local WS), a Remote Site Workstation (Remote WS) model, and a 

Communication Network Model (CNM). These are implemented on a Unix-based 

Sun-Sparc workstation. The overall system architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

Local Workstation (Local WS): the Local WS is a Unix-based Sun-Sparc WS 

operating in an X-window environment. The operating system and X server running 

in the WS will provide a user friendly interface for pathologists to allowing retrieval 

of images either from a patient's folder or independently from another source at a 

remote site, and their viewing on an X-window based canvas. The user interface 
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Figure 3.1: Overall System Architecture 
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Figure 3.2: Main Window Frame of the User Interface 

will provide commands to perform functions which will resemble the many functions 

a pathologist otherwise would have performed hands-on locally. The user interface 

consists of (Figure 3.2) a main window frame , a popup window and three subwindows, 

as follows: 

1. Frame Window: All user interface components except the popup window, reside 

herein. This window is titled "TELEPATHOLOGY". 
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Figure 3.3: Remote Site Workstation Model 

2. Canvas Subwindow: An area within the frame window wherein all images are 

displayed via a keyboard. Hereafter referred to as CANVAS. 

3. Text Subwindow: Another subwindow residing in the frame window and provid

ing the user with full editing capabilities. Hereafter referred as TEXT. 

4. Panel Control: The panel control area manages all panel items used to imple

ment user interface commands. It also resides in the main frame window. 

5. Popup Window: This window provides an alternative to a patient's folder for 

retrieving images to be displayed. It can appear anywhere on the screen. 

Remote Site Workstation (Remote WS) Model: To model a Remote WS, a 

directory called TELEPATHOLOGY has been created with subdirectories. Each 

subdirectory represents a patient's folder (Figure 3.3). Each of these subdirec

tories, which represent individual patient's identification numbers, has been selected 

arbitrarily (Pa-1, Pa-2, etc.). Within each subdirectory, there are GIF image files, 

representing the patient's specimen slides, images of specimen slides, and a text file 
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(pa.demo), the patient's demographic file. All information about each patient is kept 

in their folder (subdirectory, e.g. Pa-1) and all these are collected in a main folder 

(Telepathology directory). 

Communication Network Model: To model a communication link between 

two WS, time delays appropriate for each type of data (command data, image data, 

etc.) transmitted between two WS, have been incorporated into this program. In 

addition to fixed delays the program also makes provision for random delays with 

Gaussian distribution. The model of communication network time delay has been 

arbitrarily located on the main frame window in the lower right-hand corner. It is 

not part of the user interface, but intended to model. 

3.1.1 User Scenarios 

This section describes how a pathologist can view patients' folders in a Remote 

WS, access each individual patient's folder, retrieve image files from a patient 's 

folder or another source, control microscope functions remotely, and edit the patient's 

demographic file. 

1. Image and Demographic File Retrieval and Display: 

The user (pathologist) can access the contents of each folder by moving the 

mouse pointer onto the PATIENT FOLDER menu button and clicking the left 

mouse button 1 . A menu listing all patients' identification number in the folder 

1From now on in this thesis whenever the term clicking is use, the following is meant: clicking 
once the left hand button on the mouse with the mouse pointer on the designated user interface 
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will appear on the screen. After searching for a particular patient's Id, and by 

clicking on that patient's Id number, the contents of that particular folder will 

be displayed on a pullright menu. This menu's items are the content of the 

patient's folder: their specimen slides (images) and demographic file. 

In this thesis, the term image means a patient's biopsy specimen, or specimens 

on slides or microscopic image files existing in the patient's folder. Image and 

demographic files are retrieved and displayed from each patient's folder by 

clicking the image file's name (pullright menu) simultaneously onto CANVAS 

and TEXT respectively. If there are other images not included in a patient's 

folder, the pathologist can access those images by clicking the Image File button 

2 . A window will pop up on screen asking image name and location. After 

the pathologist provides the required information via the keyboard, clicking a 

button labeled load image will display that image on CANVAS. 

2. Image Manipulations: 

After the image has been displayed on CANVAS the pathologist should be able 

to examine each image as if locally working with a microscope. The image 

manipulation routines provided are : 

Zooming: This panel item provides the user with four different choices of image 

magnification. Each choice is selected by clicking the selected choice item. 

component (like a button, slider, menu choice item, etc.) In a few instances pushing another button 
on the mouse or holding the left hand button depressed will be required, and it will be specifically 
indicated in the text at those times. 

2see page 47 
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Panning: There are two scrollbars provided to view the image in a panoramic 

mode. These scrollbars will move along the canvas subwindow with the 

mouse left hand button depressed and the mouse pointer located on either 

of them and dragged across them in the appropriate horizontal or vertical 

direction. 

Brightness: To change image contrast, a slider in vertical direction with range 

values between -10 and 10 is provided. By placing the mouse pointer on 

this slider and dragging the mouse up or down while depressing its left 

button, the user can change image contrast. 

Rotation: This panel item also provides four choices of image rotation to a user. 

Like most other panel items in the user interface, rotation is activated by 

clicking on the desired button. 

3. Rendering diagnosis: 

Either simultaneously or after the pathologist has concluded his examination 

of images, he can render his diagnoses by editing the patient's demographic file 

in TEXT. 

Coordinates of any region on each image, can be obtained, by clicking on the 

region. The coordinates of the mouse pointer will appear on the text field 

provided on the user interface under the heading "Pointer Location". This can 

be useful for pathologist to note for later references to the image. 
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3.2 Local Workstation (Local WS) 

The Local WS must support image storage, user interface environment, and a 

communication interface to a communication network. 

3.2.1 User Interface 

In overall software design it is assumed a user does not need any knowledge of 

computers. Therefore all interaction between the user and the computer is done by 

mouse. The user interface has been designed visually, so that any pathologist can 

understand and perform their tasks easily. This visuallization is performed by a 

set of panel items (Figure 3.1) imaged as buttons, sliders, etc. Each of these panel 

items perform specific tasks upon activation. These tasks are performed by callback 

functions of the panel items. A standard keyboard is provided for the editing file. 

3.2.1.1 Panel Items 

The panel items are components of the user interface which resemble 3-D images: 

buttons, menus, sliders, and many others 3-D elements. Their functions are invoked 

by clicking on them or utilizing the mouse buttons and mouse pointer in other ways 

specified. Panel items utilized for user interfaces are: 

1. PATIENT FOLDER: 

This component is a menu button, activated by clicking right mouse button on 
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Figure 3.4: Main Folder's Menu 

it. In response to which, the list of all patients'identification (Main Folders' 

Menu) numbers are displayed on the screen. 

2. MAIN FOLDER'S MENU: 

This has menu items labeled with the list of contents of the main folder (Figure 

3.4). As explained in Section 3.1, each entry in the list is an identification 

number of a patient. These menu items also in turn generate pullright menus, 

by clicking them. The pullright menus display the list of contents of each 

patient's folder (demographic file, set of images) as labels of pullright menu 

items (Figure 3.5). 

Each patient folder contains a set of images and text file storing demographic 

information about the patient. Clicking each image name displays that image 

onto the CANVAS and displays demographic information onto the TEXT. 
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Figure 3.5: Main Folder's Menu and Pullright Menu 

FOCUS BUTTON: 

At this time there is no routine installed to emulate this function (cf. section 

4.5.1). 

ZOOM CHOICE ITEMS: 

This setting provides four different choice items for the user (Figure 3.6). 

Results of clicking each choice item's button label, i.e. their function on image 

size, are listed below: 

(a) /2: shrinks image size in half (Figure 3.7). 

(b) *2: expands image size by two (Figure 3.8). 

(c) *4: expands image size by four. 

(d) *8: expands image size by eight. 

Pa_1 

Pa_2 

Pa_3 

Pa_4 

Pa_5 

Pa_6 
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Figure 3.6: Zoom Choice Items Setting. 

5. PANNING SCROLL BARS: 

On the CANVAS, the user interface provides two scroll bars, one in a horizontal 

and one in a vertical direction, which allow user to emulate moving a micro

scope's objective field of view. These scroll bars are located on the left and 

bottom sides of the CANVAS. Once an image is displayed on the CANVAS, 

different views of the image can be displayed by locating the mouse pointer 

on either scroll bars and dragging the mouse while depressing the left mouse 

button. 

6. ROTATION CHOICE ITEMS: 

This setting allows the user to perform four different image rotations (Figure 

3.9). The rotation angles, in respect to the left-hand side corner of the image 

are : 
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Figure 3.8: Image zoomed by factor of two. 
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Figure 3.9: Rotation Choice Items Setting. 

0 : this setting indicates image is not rotated. 

90 : image rotated 90 degrees counter clockwise (Figure 3.10). 

180 : image rotated 180 degrees counter clockwise (Figure 3.11). 

270 : image rotated 270 degrees counter clockwise (Figure 3.12). 

Clicking on the appropriate angle button elicits the above responses. 

7. BRIGHTNESS SLIDER: 

Image brightness can be changed by moving the mouse pointer on the slider 

while holding the left button depressed (Figure 3.13). Moving up brightens 

(Figure 3.14) while moving down darkens (Figure 3.15) the image. The 

slider's range of values is from —10 to 10, each value represents brightening or 

darkening the image by a fraction of plus or minus ten. 
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Figure 3.10: Image rotated by 90 degrees. 
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Figure 3.11: Image rotated by 180 degrees. 
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Figure 3.12: Image rotated by 270 degrees. 
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Figure 3.14: Display of a brightened image. 
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Figure 3.15: Display of a darken image. 
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8. POINTER LOCATION TEXT FIELD: 

Coordinates of locations within the image in respect to its left hand side corner 

of it are displayed on a Pointer location text field by dragging the mouse pointer 

onto any part of any image displayed in the CANVAS while depressing the left 

mouse button. 

9. IMAGE FILE: 

This button display a popup of window on the screen by clicking on it (cf.section 

3.2.1.3). 

10. qUIT: 

This button terminates program by clicking on it. In response to which, pro

gram exit to the top level shell. 

3.2.1.2 View Window 

The view window consists of a canvas and two horizontal and vertical scroll bars. 

It is a x-window based window where the images are displayed. The images may be 

larger than the CANVAS. The program aligns the upper right-hand corner of the 

image with that of the CANVAS. Any parts of the image larger than the CANVAS 

in other direction may be viewed by using the scroll bars 3 . 

3see page 33 
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Figure 3.16: Popup Window 

3.2.1.3 Popup Window 

A popup window appears on the screen by clicking Image File button. The popup 

window provides a pathologist an alternative way of acquiring images to view on the 

canvas. The popup window consists of two textfields, image name and pathname, 

and a panel button, labeled Image Load. After the image name and its path is typed 

using the keyboard, clicking Image Load button displays the image on the CANVAS, 

and the popup window disappears (Figure 3.16). 

If image's name or its pathname are typed incorrectly by the user, or somehow the 

program cannot load the image to process, a notice window will appear on the screen 

notifying the user of the problem. This notice window also contains a button labeled 

continue. Clicking this button will cause the notice window and popup window to 

disappear. This must be done to continue. 
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3.2.1.4 Text Window (TEXT) 

A text subwindow for editing patient's demographic files is provided for users. 

Pathologists can review each patient's history and medical background, as well as 

add their diagnosis to the same file. The text subwindow is provided with a scroll 

bar for viewing text (on right-hand side) activated by clicking. The editing capability 

is activated anywhere on screen by clicking and then typing in additions on the 

keyboard. 

3.3 Communication Network Model (CNM) 

As mentioned Section 3.1 includes panel control items of its own which are not 

part of the user interface. Modeling is accomplished through two separate items: 

1. A slider for fixed delay time choice, which is activated first by holding the left 

mouse button and moving pointer to derived delay time ranging from 250 to 

400 millisecond. 

2. Two communication delay time distribution buttons, also labeled, Fixed or 

Gaussian. Clicking Fixed button institutes the delay time chosen in the fixed 

delay time slider choice. Clicking Gaussian button generates a separate and 

unique time delay distribution discussed in section 4.6.3 . If guassian delay 

button is clicked, use of the slider and adjustment is unnecessary. 
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3. The actual delay time in both scenarios is automatically displayed in a read 

only textfield labeled Time Delay. 

3.4 Emulation Entities 

A robotic light microscope in a TPS perform should perform the following func

tions remotely: 

1. Zooming on any region of specimen's slide. 

2. Focus images, if objective field of view of microscope is defocused. 

3. Pan slides, so the objective field of view of the microscope lens can move on 

different areas of slides. 

4. Rotate slides to different angles, since pathologist can have a better understand

ing of a specimen's structure when slide orientation can be viewed in various 

ways, for recognizing different layers. 

To emulate above functions, image processing algorithms have been incorporated. 

The main criteria for choosing each algorithm has been its speed (cf. section 4.5). 

3.5 Technologies background—X-Window 

Software development is implemented in an x-window environment. In this section 

brief introductions to an x-window system, Xlib and Xview toolkits are given. 
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The x-window system developed jointly by MIT and Digital Equipment Corpora

tion is a network transparent windowing system based on the client-server model [21]. 

The X server process, running on a workstation with a bit-mapped graphics display, 

manages regions of screen known as windows, where the output from X client appli

cations appears. The X clients, whether running locally or on a remote computer, 

send requests to the server using a communication channel. The bytes exchanged 

between a client and the server conform to the X protocol, X version 11. XI1 con

sists of server, X protocol and Xlib [22] library of C routines that programmers use 

to access the server. An X client on a system can display its output on any X server 

without regard to the display hardware or the operating system (Figure 3.17). A 

workstation can become an integral part of the environment as long as it supports X 

and can be networked with the rest of the systems. Xlib routines provide higher level 

interface over X protocols, to facilitate programming for X programmer, and also 

provide build-objects layer for user interface. There are many toolkits on top layer of 

Xlib to make programming much easier, including Xview Toolkits. Toolkits handle 

many things for the programmer, including combining application specific code with 

pre-built user interface components. X takes user input from a pointer , which is 

usually a mouse. Inputs from the user are considered events, which Xserver controls, 

dispatching them to a proper client program which has been registered to accept that 

particular event already. 
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Figure 3.17: The software architecture of X applications 

3.5.1 Xview Toolkit 

Xview Toolkits provide a set of simple interface functions on top layer of Xlib 

toolkits for easy programming [23]. Xview Toolkit have been mainly supported by 

Sun-microsystem and AT&T corporations. Since this software program is developed 

on the Sun Sparc workstation, it was the opinion of this programmer that it be used 

rather than other sharefree software development tools in X environment, like Athena 

Widget sets. Also the Xview Toolkit was selected since it provides 3-D user-interface 

look, which has a better physical appearance than many others. Xview provides a 

set of subwindows that include: 

1. Canvas: on which graphics and images can be shown. 

2. Text: this subwindow has built in editing capabilities to edit text. 

3. Panel: containing items such as buttons with 3-D look. 

4. TTY: subwindow emulate character based terminals. 
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Function Role 
xv_init() Establishes the connection to the server, initializes the 

Notifier and the Defaults/Resource-Manage database, loads 
the Server Resource Manager database, and parses any generic 
toolkit command line options. 

xv_create() Creates an object. 
xv_destroy() Destroys an object. 
xv_find() Finds an object that meets certain criteria; or if the object 

does not exist, creates it. 
. xv_get() Gets the value of an attribute. 
xv_set() Sets the value of an attribute. 

Table 3.1: Xview generic functions 

These subwindows are arranged as subwindows within the frame window, which is 

created before any other object is constructed. 

Xview defines classes of objects in a tree hierarchy. All interface object classes 

are subclasses of the Generic object class. Xview uses static subclassing and chained 

inheritance as part of its object-oriented model. All objects have owners. When an 

object has been created, Xview function returns a handle for the object. When the 

programmer wishes to manipulate the object or inquire about its state , the object 

handle is passed to an appropriate function. The idea behind Xview Toolkit is to 

provide a small number of functions , which would take as arguments a large set of 

attributes. These functions are listed in Table 1. 

Using these six routines, objects can be created and manipulated. All the objects 

or packages which are implemented in this thesis are explained below: 

1. FRAME Package: contains other windows and panel items. 
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2. CANVAS Package: where application displays graphics and can handles inputs. 

Header file <xview/canvas .h> defines this package. Therefore programs that 

use canvas should include this file. 

3. CMS Package: Xview provides this package to model color specifications. Ap

plications that use color must include the file <xview/cms.h>. 

4. MENU and MENUITEM: can be attached to most Xview objects to provide 

user selection of choices. 

5. PANEL Package: a control area, where a variety of panel items are managed. 

Panel items include: 

button items: allow user to bring up a menu or invoke a command. 

text items: allow text to be inserted in the text field area by typing on a 

keyboard when mouse pointer is inside that area. 

slider item: allows text graphical representations and selections of a value 

within a range. 

choice setting item: allows user to select one or more choices, selecting which 

in response invokes the selected item or items. 

A panel's owner is a frame. All programs that use panels or panel items must 

include a header file 
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<xview/panel.h>. 

6. SCROLLBAR Package: used to change what user views in a subwindow. 

The definitions necessary to use scrollbars are found in the header file 

<xview/scrollbar.h>. 

7. TEXTSW Package: has built in editor to display and edit a sequence of 

ASCII characters. Applications need to include the file <xview/textsw.h>. 

Sources of input available to the user in a windowing system range from a keyboard 

to other input devices like the mouse. Clicking a mouse button, moving the mouse, 

pressing any key stroke, and many other user choice activities, causes an event that 

X server dispatches to the application which requested that event be notified if it 

happened in its window. In Xview, events are managed by a Notifier. Notifier accepts 

events from X server on behalf of its clientele. Its clientele are the subwindow and 

window which have registered by notifier those events in which they are interested. 

Generally stated, the notifier detects events in which its clients have expressed an 

interest and dispatches these events to the proper clients in a predictable order, 

and notifies or calls out various procedures whose application has been previously 

registered with the notifier. These procedures are called notify procedures or callback 

procedures. The callback procedure for any panel items is not called until it receives 

a left mouse button click with the mouse pointer on the item. A callback procedure 

for a panel item is usually in this form: 
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void callback_procedure_function( item, value, event) 

Panel_item item; 

int value; 

Event *event; 

The argument item specifies which panel item receives the mouse click. It is a type 

of Panel_item, an internal Xview data structure. Integer variable value is only for 

those panel items which provide the user with a different range of choices and values, 

like sliders, and this argument is set according to the value chosen by user. Finally a 

variable event is a pointer to data the structure Event. An X server data structure, 

its elements indicate the event which initiated the callback function and many other 

details about the event. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter describes in detail the implementation of software entities designed 

for the user interface, the emulation, and communication network model. Figure 4.1 

shows the different software entities and their relationship to each other. In the 

rest of this chapter each of the software entity functions are discussed in the order in 

which they are numbered in figure 4.1. 

The user interface software is developed in x-window environments using Xview 

Toolkits and C Programming. There are five main modules (Figure 4.2) which 

constitute the software program: the user interface modules (first _ui. c and pop_ui. c), 

the image decoding module (gif. c), popup window image handling module ( pop. c) 

and programs main module (first. c). The first two modules provide the x-windows 

and Xview interfaces to the user. Actual x-window programming is limited to the 

use of the Xview and Xlib Toolkits. The image decoding module is responsible for 

taking digital formatted image files and decoding them to the raw raster files which 

are suitable for x-window environment. This module is designed to decode the GIF 

image files, but it is made independent of other files in the program, so could be 

developed to decode other formatted image files in future. The module pop.c is 

created to provide an alternative for the pathologist to acquire images from a source 
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other than a patient's folder. The last module f irst .c is the heart of the software 

development. It initializes the system; it is divided into smaller modules to perform 

various different tasks from accessing a patient's folder to all image manipulations. 

4.1 Data Structures 

Image display and microscope emulation routines operate on image data and image 

related parameters, like image size or image colormap. To facilate these operations, 

data structure Image has been constructed. This data structure (cf. section 4.4.3.2) 

is a collection of the elements related to the size and other variables of an image, a 

pointer to XColor (X server data structure), pointer to Xlmage (Xlib data structure), 

and a pointer to image data which is being displayed on the CANVAS. This implies 

that any changes to the image would also change image data referenced by this data 

structure. 

In Xview graphic programming, to maintain system performance, data should be 

kept on core as internal data. Also in x-window environment, internal memory spaces 

called pixmaps are used to store images and map images on windows. Data structure 

PIXMAP (cf. section 4.4.3.3) is created to address these needs and also to keep track 

of pixmap's parameters of the displayed image. 

Two other data structures f irst_win_object, and pop_win_object (cf. section 

4.2) have been constructed, to collect pointers to user—interface objects. They are 
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useful since callback functions operate on created objects by getting their objects 

handles as input. 

4.2 User Interface Layout and Callback Functions 

This section describes implementation of user interface layout functions and associ

ated callback functions with each of its components in Xview environments. All user 

interface components have been created with higher level function calls, described 

later, and placed in file first_ui.c and pop_ui.c . The prototypes for these func

tions are included in header files first_ui.h and pop_ui.c . The file first_ui.c 

consist of all functions which create main window and Xview objects. The codes for 

constructing pop up window are placed in file pop_ui. c . When an object is created, 

the Xview function returns a handle for the object. Later to manipulate the same 

object or inquire about its state, the handle is passed to the appropriate function. 

The handles are opaque, since the actual data structure which represents the object 

cannot be seen. Since C Language does not have an opaque type, all the opaque data 

types are typedef 'd to the Xview type Xv_opaque. 

The data structure first_win_object whose elements are handles to Xview 

Toolkit objects, is placed in file first.ui.h . 

typedef struct{ 

Xv_opaque win; /* frame handler */ 

Xv_opaque controls; /* panel handler */ 
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Xv. .opaque quit.button; 

Xv. .opaque focus_button; 

Xv. .opaque rot at e_butt on; 

Xv. .opaque slider; 

Xv. .opaque file_button; 

Xv. .opaque canvas; 

Xv. .opaque text_panel; 

Xv. .opaque mouse_pointer; 

} first_win_objects; 

/* quit button handler */ 

/* focus button handler */ 

/* rotate_button handler */ 

/* slider handler */ 

/* file button handler */ 

/* canvas handler */ 

/* text panel handler */ 

/* mouse pointer handler */ 

The functions which created user interface components are located in file first_ui. c 

and they all are higher level interface call to Xview system call Xv_create function 

with this format : 

handler = (Xv_opaque)xv_create(owner, object,<attribute-value>,Null) 

Where Xv_opaque object is the type of object being created, and attribute—value 

list is the list of attributes and their values corresponding to the configuration of newly 

created objects. The function xv_create is cast to the type of object which has 

been created. 

Also, the user interface provides a pop-up window. It consists of directory text 

field, image name text field, and a load image button. As in file first_ui.h, file 

pop_ui. h consists of a data structure whose members are handlers to Xview objects 
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created for the pop up window and those functions which created the popup window. 

The definition of data structure pop_win_objects is placed in file pop_ui .h . 

typedef struct{ 

Xv_opaque win; /* handle of frame window of pop window */ 

Xv_opaque control; /* handle of control area */ 

Xv_opaque dir_textfield; /* handle for directing text field */ 

Xv_opaque file_textfield;/* handle for file text field */ 

Xv_opaque pop_button; /* handle for button */ 

}pop_win_objects; 

In the following paragraph, higher level functions used to implement components of 

the user interface are explained. All these functions are higher level function calls to 

Xview system call xv_create() function, and return a handle of the created object. 

There are two common arguments to all the functions : 

1. ip: This variable represents an instance of an Xview component, and is of type 

cadd_t. 

2. owner: This variable represents a pointer to another Xview component, which 

would manage this object, and is of type Xv_opaque. 

Also most arguments to xv_create() function, variables and <attribute-value> 

list, are in common: 

1. objects name: all the objects created have names. 
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2. XV_WIDTH: this attribute takes as value the width of the object. 

3. XV_HEIGHT: this attribute takes as value the height of the object. 

4. XV_LABEL: this attribute takes as value the label which would be displayed on 

the object. 

5. XV_X: this attribute takes as value the X coordinate of the object in its owner's 

coordinate. 

6. XV_Y: this attribute takes as value the Y coordinate of the object in its owner's 

coordinate. 

In the rest of this section, the higher level interface calls to create user interface 

objects are explained. To simplify the explanation, all the common variables and 

<attribute-value> lists previously explained before are omitted. 

User interface objects and the function which created them are listed below: 

1. Frame window: is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_create(ip,owner) 

The attribute XV_LABEL takes as value "TELEPATHOLOGY". 

2. Panel Control: all buttons, and other user interface elements which provide 

mechanisms to invoke commands, have to be placed on a panel control window. 

It is constructed and placed on frame window by the function: 
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Xv_opaque first_win_control_create(ip, owner) 

The functions which create panel items in panel control window also have some 

argument in common : 

(a) Owner: panel control window is the owner of all the panel items created. 

(b) Panel Items: all the panel items created on the panel control are one of 

the kinds of PANEL.BUTTON, PANEL.SLIDER, or PANEL.TEXT. 

(c) PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC: this attribute take as value the name of callback 

function of panel item. Thus each panel item registers its callback function 

with the notifier. Included as part of this routine time delay is called 

to introduce time delays corresponding to communication network model 

time delays (cf. section 4.6). 

Panel items residing in the panel control window are: 

(a) Patient Folder: this panel item is a menu button which, when activated, 

displays a menu, the list of all the patients' identification numbers on the 

screen. The function call to create this object is: 

Xv-opaque first_win_menu_button_create(ip,owner) 

The callback function for this panel item is: 

void menu_button_handler(item, event) 

Panel_item item; 
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Event *event; 

This callback function calls function time_main_menu() to introduce some 

time delays (cf. section 4.6). 

(b) Focus: this panel choice item is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_focus_setting_create(ip,owner) 

The call back function for this panel item is: 

void focus_handler(item,event) 

This callback function calls function time_main_menu() to introduce some 

time delays (cf. section 4.6). 

(c) Zoom: this panel choice item is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_setting_create(ip,owner) 

The notify callback function is: 

Panel_item item 

Event •event; 

void zoom_handler(item, value, event) 

Panel_item item; 

int value; 

Event •event; 
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Variable item specify zoom.button, value specifies which choice of image 

magnification has been selected by user, and event indicates the type of 

event which activated this module. This module performs four different 

functions on image size (cf. section 3.4). Once the callback function is 

called by notifier, the variable item represents which choice has been se

lected. After the program determines which choice item has been selected, 

it performs the suitable algorithm to change the image size (cf. section 

4.5.2). Also this function calls the function time_command() to introduce 

time delay (cf. section 4.6.3). 

(d) Rotation: this panel choice item, is created by function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_rotate_setting_create(ip,owner) 

The user—interface provide four different buttons for image rotation an

gles (cf. section 4.5.4). Notify callback function for rotation_setting 

is: 

void rotate_handler(item, value, event) 

Panel_item item; 

int value; 

Event *event; 
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Variable item specifies the angle of rotation selected by the user. Also 

this function calls the function time_command() to introduce time delay 

(cf. section 4.6). 

(e) Brightness: this panel item slider (cf. section 4.5.3) is created by the 

function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_slider_create(ip,owner) 

With the callback function: 

void slider_handler(item,event) 

Panel_item item; 

Event *event; 

After the program determines the slider value of the item a suitable al

gorithm is performed (cf. section 4.5.3). This function calls the function 

time_command() to introduce time delay (cf. section 4.6). 

(f) Pointer Location: Pointer Location text field is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_mouse_pointer_create(ip,owner) 

This text field is read-write type. The text field is set by the function: 

void pointer_text_set(coordinates) 

char *coordinates; 

This function is located in file first.c, and sets the value of attribute 

PANEL_VALUE. This attribute determines the contents of what would show 
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on the text field. The pointer variable coordinates points to the string 

which stored the X and Y coordinates of the mouse pointer on image (cf. 

section 3.4). The location of the pointer is detected in an event procedure 

routine as L0C_DRAG event. 

(g) Quit: This panel item button is created by the function: 

int xv_destroy(first->win) 

Xv_opaque first->win; 

This function destroys all instances of Xview objects and Xview applica

tion exits. 

3. Canvas: subwmdow created by the function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_canvas_create(ip,owner) 

The repaint callback function for canvas is: 

Xv_opaque first_canvas_repaint(canvas,paint.window, 

display,xid,rects) 

Canvas canvas; 

Xv_window paint_window; 

Display •display; 

Window xid; 

Xv_xrectlist *rects; 
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This function is called anytime the contents of the canvas (images) are changed. 

This routine calls display routines (cf. section 4.4.3.3) and provides them with 

appropriate parameters to display the resultant image in CANVAS. 

4. Scroll bars: two scrollbar are attached to canvas to enable panning the contents 

of canvas. They are created by the same function as canvas. 

Xv_opaque first_win_canvas_create(ip,owner) 

5. Text Window: is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque first_win_textpane_create(ip,owner) 

The text subwindow has full editorial capability with scrollbar. By moving the 

mouse pointer on text field and clicking the right button a bar appears on the 

textpane which indicates the place for textual insertion on the textpane. The 

contents of the textpane can be loaded from a file or written to a file. These 

capabilities are provided by a menu which appear on the textpane by clicking. 

6. Popup Window: consists of five components: 

(a) Frame Window: This frame window, where all components of the popup 

window reside, is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque pop_win_create(ip, owner); 

The Xv_opaque attribute is given value Image File, where it appears as the 

popup window's title. 
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(b) Panel control: the area where all control components of the popup window 

reside is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque pop_win_control_create(ip, owner); 

The contents of the panel control area are: 

i. directory: a panel item text field of type read-write called Directory, 

created by the function: 

Xv_opaque pop_win_dir_textfield(ip, owner); 

The contents of the text field are typed by user and determined as 

value of the attribute PANEL_VALUE. This attribute is set in event 

handling procedure (cf. section 4.3). 

ii. Image Name: a panel item text field is of type read-write called Image 

Name is created by the function: 

Xv_opaque pop_win_image_textield(ip, owner); 

The content of this textfield is typed by user as well. 

iii. Button: labeled Load Image a button is created on the popup window 

by function: 

Xv_opaque pop_win_button_create(ip, owner); 

The callback function for this panel item is: 

void load_file(item, event); 

Panel_item item; 
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Event *event; 

It takes file name and location, both typed by user, and calls function LoadGIF to 

display image on the CANVAS (cf. section 4.4.3.3). 

4.3 Setup and Initialization Functions 

The TPS software program has been divided into several independent modules. 

Setup and initialization for the entire system is done in the main() function placed 

in file first.c . There are three functions invoked in main() function in order to 

initialize and setup the system program: 

1. Function xv_init(XV_INIT_ARGV,&argc,argv,NULL) . This function initial

izes Xview internals, reads input command lines, and sets the error handling 

function. 

2. Function f irst_initialize(NULL). This function performs three independent 

tasks: 

(a) Creates a pointer to first _win_obj ects data structure, so procedure calls 

can access interface objects easily. 

static first_win_objects *first; 

first = first_win_objects_initialize(ip , owner); 
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram of creating Main Menu Folder and Pullright Menus 

(b) Dynamically creates the menu and pullright menus corresponding to a 

patient's folder and the contents list of each folder. Figure 4.3 shows the 

algorithm used to create the menu and pullright menus dynamically. The 

Xiew system call to create the menus and pullright menus are : 

menu = (Menu) xv_create (NULL,MENU.NULL); /* main menu */ 

menu[i] = (Menu) xv_create (NULL,MENU,NULL); 
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/* pull right menu */ 

The attribute MENU_EVENT_PROC specifies the name of the function 

time_main_menuO . This function is solely used to introduce time delay 

(cf. section 4.6.3). The attribute MENU_TITLE_ITEM is set to the patients 

identification number as its value by calling function xv_set(). Here 

menu[i] represents the ith menu item of the main menu. After the main 

menu has been created, each pullright menu item is created as: 

menu_item = (Menu_item) xv_create(NULL,MENUITEM, 

<attribute-value>,NULL); 

The attribute MENU_TITLE_ITEM takes as value image the file name (l.gif, 

2.gif, etc.) or the demographic file name (pa.demo). This attribute is set 

for each menu item by calling system call xv_set(). 

(c) Registers the types of events accepted from user, and the callback functions 

to process the programs reaction to user input. This is done by calling : 

xv_ set(paint _window, 

WIN_EVENT_PROC, event_proc, 

WIN_CONSUME_EVENTS, LOC.DRAG, 

NULL); 
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Argument paint_window corresponds to canvas subwindow. The above 

function is registered to detect movements of the mouse on canvas when

ever left mouse button is kept depressed (L0C_DRAG). In response function 

event _proc() is called. This function reads the location of the mouse 

pointer on the canvas at every moment and displays its coordinates on the 

text field labeled "Pointer Mouse". 

Function f irst_initializing() also obtains much information about X 

server environment: 

display: A pointer to Display data structure, an X server data structure 

needed to refer to X server where program is running. 

ddepth: Depth or number of bits per pixel of workstation monitor, 

visual: Variable visual has all the information about the class of X-server. 

gc: Variable gc is graphic context data structure, another X server data 

structure, which implements the look and feel of drawing onto X win

dows. This variable is used as argument to any function which draws 

or displays images onto canvas subwindows or pixmaps. 

3. Function pop_initialize() also performs three independent tasks: 

(a) Creates a pointer to pop_win_objects data structure. 
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(b) Gets directory path of running program and sets the directory text field 

of the popup window. 

(c) Clears the image file text field of the popup window. 

The above functions initialize the program so that after clicking on the IMAGE FILE 

button, it displays the pop-up window on the screen. 

4.4 Image Display Functions 

This section of this thesis explains in detail parts of the software involved in display 

of color the images and image processing routines used for microscope emulation. 

Figure 4.4 shows the flow diagram of the algorithm for display of an image on the 

CANVAS. It begins with some background information on rendering graphics or 

images in X-Windows environment, then explains the process of image decoding and 

display. 

4.4.1 Background information 

Most displays consist of two components: 

1. An adapter that is a plug—in card or circuitry built into the system's mother

board. 

2. A monitor, a cathode ray tube (CRT) where the graphics output appears. We 

often refer to the CRT as the display screen or simply, the screen. 
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Because the image corresponds to an intensity level for each pixel(phosphor) on the 

screen, a raster image can be thought of as two-dimensional arrays of values. Indeed, 

graphic adaptors store the intensity level of each pixel in a block of memory known as 

the frame buffer or video memory. Each pixel value is represented by a fixed number 

of bits, usually 4 or 8, but as much as 24 or 32 in higher performance displays. 

Conceptually , one can think of the frame buffer as organized as a number of bit 

planes with as many planes as there are bits in each pixel value. The number of bit 

planes is also known as the depth of the display. The graphics adaptor generates 

the signals that control the intensity of the beam. It does this in accordance with 

the contents of the frame buffer location that corresponds to the current pixel on the 

screen. If a 4 or 8-bit pixel value is used directly as the intensity of the on—screen 

pixel, there can be only 16 (24) or 256 (28) fixed levels of colors in the image. A 

smarter approach is to allow many more color levels, but use only 2n of these at any 

time, where n is the number of bits in the pixel value. This can be done by using the 

pixel value as an index into a look-up table. If each entry in the look-up tables is a 

16 — bit value, there will be 216 = 65,536 possible color levels. These look-up tables 

are called colormaps. 

4.4.2 Image Decoding Process 

Before images are displayed on the screen, they are first decoded from their digital 

format to raw raster image files where each pixel actually represent a sample value 
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of the digitized image. Once the image has been decoded, as part of that decoding, 

the colormap which contains RGB values of the image pixel value obtained by the 

acquisition device (e.g. digitizer, frame grabber) is extracted. Since we are dealing 

with GIF images, each image datum representing a sample of image (pixel) is 8-bit 

data [i.e. 256 (28) different values corresponding to 256 colormap entries]. 

Before GIF images can be displayed, they have to be decoded to raw raster files. 

Function LoadGIF() in file gif.c decodes GIF image files. Many error detection rou

tines are installed, so if an image has been corrupted the program will notify the 

user. External variables pWIDE, pHIGH, representing image width and image height 

respectively, and arrays r[256], g[256], and b[256] representing image colormap entries 

are extracted from the image file. Each entry of the arrays are indexed by an image 

pixel value ranging from 0 to 255. Each image pixel value corresponds to three array 

entries, which are image intensity levels in three bandwidths of red, green, and blue 

(RGB value). 

4.4.3 Image Display Program 

Image display comprises many factors ranging from hardware characteristics to 

colormap routines. The following subsection explain hardware characteristics of dis

play and its effect on software components. Furthermore, the process of colormap 

installation and image mapping on the CANVAS (using Xview Toolkit and Xlib 

functions). And, finally, display routines are detailed. 
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4.4.3.1 Hardware Characteristics of Display 

X encapsulates the common features of the display hardware in a data structure 

called the Visual. 

Each screen in an X display has a Visual data structure that characterizes its 

capabilities. The class member of the Visual structure determines these capabilities. 

Based on color display capabilities. There are six distinct classes of Visual: 

• DirectColor 

• TrueColor. 

• PseudoColor. 

• StaticColor. 

• GrayScale. 

• StaticGrey. 

Explanations of each of these classes are not included have because they are very 

detailed; the interested reader can refer to [22] in Bibliography. This software program 

utilizes a Sun-Sparc workstation with the Visual class PsuedoColor and 8-bit display 

pixel. 
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4.4.3.2 Colormap Routines 

In order to use color in X a pixel value has to be specified. The pixel value 

implies a particular color, dependent on the contents of the colormap cell referenced. 

This referenced colormap corresponds to the hardware colormap display. Usually 

an extracted colormap from GIF images does not correspond exactly to the same 

colormap of the hardware colormap display. Therefore each display colormap entries 

has to be allocated individually. To allocate each colormap cell all programs must 

obtain an index for the display colormap that corresponds to the same color in the 

image colormap. Function imageColorSet in file first.c performs this task by 

creating a colormap segment: 

cms = (Cms) xv_ereate(NULL, CMS, 

XV_VISUAL_CLASS, PseudoColor, 

CMS.SIZE, 256, 

CMS_X_C0L0RS, image->colors, 

NULL); 

The first two attributes XV_VISUAL_CLASS, CMS_SIZE specify the type of visual and 

the size of colormap entries respectively. The last attribute, CMS_X_C0L0R, takes 

as value an array of X_C0L0R data structure (image->colors). X.COLOR is a data 

structure in X server: 

typedef struct{ 
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unsigned long pixel; /* allocated pixel value */ 

unsigned short red; /* Red intensity*/ 

unsigned short green; /* Green intensity*/ 

unsigned short blue; /* blue intensity*/ 

char flags; /* used when storing the colors*/ 

char pad; /* to even structure size */ 

}XColor; 

image->colors is a member of Image data structure: 

typedef struct{ 

char *title; /* pointer to image's name*/ 

unsigned int width.height;/* image dimenstion */ 

byte *ddata; /* pointer to image data */ 

XColor colors[256]; /* image colormap cells */ 

Xlmage *ximage; /* pointer to Ximage */ 

>Image; 

In display colormap cells the process of allocating colors is to specify RGB values 

corresponding to image colormap cells (by setting XColor red, green, and blue el

ements). X server in return stores the pixel values in the pixel element of XColor 

data structure. Therefore, whenever these pixel values are presented, the assigned 
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colors corresponding to them are displayed on the display monitor. For windows the 

pixel values in the rasters are constantly being displayed. 

The last component of Image structure is ximage a pointer to Xlmage (a data 

structure in XI ib). 

typedef struct{ 

int width,height; /* size of image in pixels */ 

int xoffset; /* number of pixels to ignore */ 

/* at the beginning of each */ 

/* row or scanline */ 

int format; /* one of: XYBitmap, XYPixmap */ 

/* or ZPixmap */ 

char *data; /* pointer to image data */ 

int byte_order; /* LSBFirst or MSBFirst */ 

int bitmap.unit; /* "chunk size" of image data */ 

int bitmap_bit_order; 

/* LSBFirst or MSBFirst */ 

int bitmap_pad /* Scan lines are multiples of*/ 

/* these many bits: 8, 16 or 32*/ 

int bits_per_pixel; 

/* Bits used for each pixel in*/ 

/* ZPixmap */ 
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unsigned long red_mask, /* Identifies red, green and */ 

green_mask, /* blue parts of pixel */ 

blue_mask; 

char *obdata; /* room for future routines */ 

/* pointer to image routines */ 

*(*create_image)(); 

(*destroy_image)(); 

(*get.pixel)(); 

(*put_pixel)(); 

struct funcs 

{ struct _XImage 

int 

unsigned long 

int 

struct _XImage *(*sub_image)(); 

int (*add_pixel)(); 

}XImage; 

The meaning of most of the members of the Xlmage data structure are obvious from 

the comments accompanying each member. Since GIF images are 8-bit color images 

a ZPixmap format is best suited. In this format data is organized as an array of 

pixels, where each pixel value correspond to RGB intensities. The bits_per_pixel 

field indicates how many bits are used to store each pixel value. This field is set to 8, 

indicating pixel values are packed one pixel per byte. Also bitmap_bit_order field 

is set MSB , indicating byte_organized image data. Since Xlmage data structure is 

an Xlib data structure, the program should allocate memory for it and memory for 
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image data bytes stream. All these are addressed by function Create_img() . This 

function calls Xlib's function: 

XCreatelmage(display, visual, ddepth, ZPixmap, 0, Null,0,w,h,8,0) 

It returns a pointer to Xlmage data structure which is allocated already with that 

function. It takes as arguments: 

display: pointer to Display data structure. 

visual: type of visual class. 

ddepth: number of bits per pixel of display. 

ZPixmap: image data format. 

w and h: image width and height. 

It takes other arguments constants set to 0 and Null, because of internal representa

tion of XI ib and not our program specification. Likewise in this function, space for 

the image data stream is allocated. The final step is mapping the image colormap 

to the display colormap. Function PixelalO performs this task by reading each 

individual image data stream and using XColor data structure as a look up table for 

the substitution of each image pixel value for every corresponding display pixel value. 

4.4.3.3 Display Routines 

X server supports color images through pixmaps , while Xlib supports the Xlmage 

data structure that allows the user to manipulate images locally (on the system where 
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user application is running, but not at the X server). Pixmaps can be thought of as 

a rectangular array of pixels, each location capable of holding a pixel value. The 

hardware reads the pixel values and translates them into colors or graylevels . In 

contrast, the contents of Pixmaps are not visible until copied into a window. Thus 

Pixmap can be conceptualized as an area of memory where images can be saved. 

Using Xview Toolkit pixmaps must be used as internal data structure. The data 

structure PIXMAP has pixmap as one of its four elements. The PIXMAP data structure 

is: 

typedef struct{ 

Pixmap pixmap; /* allocates pixmap */ 

int width; /# pixmap's width */ 

int height; /* pixmap's height */ 

boolen flag; /* if pixmap has allocated or not */ 

}PIXMAP; 

Function ini_pix(int width, int height) allocates memory for PIXMAP 

data structure, and allocates memory space referred by its member pixmaps. In 

order to allocate pixmaps, it takes as input the width and height of the image and 

in return calls Xlib function : 

XCreatePixmap(display, root_win, width, height, depth) 
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Most of the arguments of this function have been discussed previously. Variable 

root_win is Id of the root window where image will be displayed. This Id value is 

obtained by calling X window system macro: 

root_win = Def aultScreenO ; 

Once PIXMAP data structure has been allocated for a specified image, function 

PutimageO draws that image onto allocated pixmap by calling Xlib function: 

XPutlmage(display, PIXMAP->pixmap, gc, ximage,0,0,0,0,width,height) 

The gc argument represents graphic context. In X environment graphic context re

sides the data structure which controls the appearance of the displayed graphics. To 

display an image on the window, the program calls function display.image() . This 

function in return calls Xlib function: 

XCopyArea(display, pixmap,win,gc,0,0,width,height,0,0); 

This function copies pixmap on the window which results in image display. 

4.5 Emulation Functions 

To emulate a microscope, this program has incorporated image processing rou

tines which emulate remotely controlled microscope functions [19] and other required 

functions for a TPS. 

These functions are: 
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1. Focus 

2. Zoom 

3. Paiminng 

4. Illumination 

5. Rotation 

In emulation processes, all routines perform their task on internal data structure 

pixmap and use the same routine explained in the last section to display the resultant 

image. The common procedures among all Telepathology emulation processes are : 

• The routines for image rotation and zooming, i.e. changing image dimension 

or size respectively. Therefore the first thing these routines establish is to 

determine and calculate an image's manipulated width and height, setting the 

width and height elements of Image structure accordingly. 

• Reading image data which are pointed by the Image data structure pointer 

variable element ( byte *ddata) into a temporary buffer (byte *picl). 

• Performing the appropriate algorithm (pixelalO ) on each image data stored 

in the temporary buffer, and down loading it to memory buffer pointed by picl 

pointer variable. 

• Deallocating memory space pointed by ddata pointer variable, and setting ad

dress of memory buffer pointed by picl pointer variable to ddata. In this 
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manner the Image data structure pointer variable element is directed to the 

new image data. 

Reallocaing Xlmage (Create_img()) space corresponding to the new image. 

Thus the program should frees memory space pointed by pointer variable ximage 

(i.e. the old image). 

Destroying old image pixmap by calling function: 

void des_pix(pix) 

PIXMAP *pix; 

This function deallocates pixmap structure member of PIXMAP data structure 

element pixmap, and PIXMAP data structure. 

Creating new pixmap data structure suitable for new image by calling function: 

PIXMAP *ini_pix(w, h) 

int w,h; 

This function takes new image width and height as arguments, creates pixmap 

on the same size, allocates memory space for PIXMAP data structure, sets its 

elements, and returns a pointer to this structure. 

Creating a new memory space for Xlmage data structures as element of the 

Image data structure by calling function: 
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void Create_img(w, h) 

int w,h; 

This function takes new image width and height create ximage pointer variable, 

and allocates space for new image pixel values. 

• Finally calling display routines (cf. section 4.4.3.2, functions pixelal(w, h), 

Putimage(w, h), and di splay image (w,h,pix)). Also deallocating buffer space 

pointed by pointer variable picl. 

To emulate the microscope functions, image processing routines are implemented to 

perform emulation functions. Since focus of software implementation is emulation 

of microsope functions , the main criteria for the image processing routines selected 

was the speed of their algorithm. Obviously there will be some image distortion 

introduced by zooming routines. 

4.5.1 Focus 

At this time there is no routine installed for this function. Since digitized im

ages have been captured from camera already images in focus. Therefore any focal 

adjustment would distort the existing image. 
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4.5.2 Zoom 

This routine actually replicates image pixel values (source pixel) into new image 

pixel values (destination pixels). The location of the destination pixels is calculated 

by the function: 

des_pixel(x,y) = source_pixel(x/zoom, y/zoom) 

Where des_pixel(x,y) and source_pixel(x/zoom,y/zoom) represent the desti

nation pixel location in the new image and the source pixel location in the old image 

respectively. Variable zoom is an expansion factor which ranges from 1/2 x,2 x,4 x 

and 8 X. Since there are two division per pixel, the program has implemented two 

look up tables , xindex and yindex. These look up tables are arrays of integer val

ues which are indexed by destination location in X and Y directions corresponding to 

source pixel value location. Each array entry corresponds to x/zoom or y/zoom values, 

where X and Y are indexed to the xindex and yindex, respectively, and the zoom 

variable is an expansion factor. The program first calculates the new image width and 

height. If they are larger than global variables Max_Width and Max_Height it returns 

because the same size resource pixmap has to be allocated by the X server. (The 

pixmap equal memory in this case and since memory is a scarce resource the program 

is set to return than crash from memory exhaustion.) The values for Max_Width and 

Max_height were determined experimentally after the program crashed for images 

larger than certain sizes. 
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4.5.3 Brightness 

This interface component is implemented as a slider with a range of values from 

-10 to +10. Every time, the slider is moved up or down (via the mouse pointer) 

image brightness increases or decreases respectively. 

The algorithm for this routine actually manipulates display colormap. To change 

image brightness , the program accesses each allocated cell, takes the color cell content 

(RGB values), and increases or decreases RGB value by a geometric progression of the 

slider's value, and allocates another color cell corresponding to a new brighter or 

darker color. 

Each red, green, or blue elements of the colormap cells are 16 bit integer values. 

Therefore, the possible fixed levels of colors of each component varies from 0 to 

65,536 (216). So color intensities are bounded by these values. After each brightness 

adjustment a new color intensity (new fixed level) is calculate. Then a new colormap 

segment is created and canvas colormap window is set to accommodate the newly 

created colormap segment. 

4.5.4 Rotation 

Rotation routines provide image rotation in four different angles with respect to 

the lower left corner of image. After the program determines which angle of rotation 

is selected by the user, it proceed to perform the specified rotation by: 
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• Allocating memory for the specified image size. Corresponding to the new 

image. 

• Pixel values of the old image are placed in the newly allocated memory location 

as determined by the new rotation angle. 

4.5.5 Panning 

Xview Toolkits provide for image panning as a built-in design feature via scrollbars 

(cf. section 3.2.1.1). 

4.6 Communication Network Model Functions 

Implementing the CNM between local WS and RSWS requires incorporating of 

delay time into the program. They are based on parameters derived from simulations 

of Picture Archiving and Communication (PACS) [24, 25] and Remote Consultation 

in Global PACS (RCGP). 

4.6.1 Time Delay Parameters 

The values represented are performance requirements over a national communi

cation backbone network operating at 45 Mbps. The derived delay time parameters 

are: 

1. Connection Time (Tc). 

For connecting from local WS to RSWS, from clicking Patient Folder or 
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Image File button until Main Folder Menu or popup window appears on 

screen, the Tc should not exceed 30 seconds. 

2. Patient Query Time (Tq). 

From clicking on patient's Id number (on Main Folder Menu) until pullright 

menu appears on the screen. The Tq should not exceed 2 seconds. 

3. RSWS Image Retrieval Time (Tr:). 

From clicking on the desired image title name in pullright menu until their 

image is available for transmission from RSWS to local WS. The Tri should not 

exceed two seconds. 

4. local WS Image Retrieval Time (Tp i) .  

The amount of time required to transfer an image from RSWS to local WS 

depends on the image size, the speed of the communication link, and the pro

tocol overhead (due to the number of frames needed to transfer a large image 

file). Accordingly from data derived from PACS simulation the Tpi- should be 

less than 2 minutes. 

5. Microscope Control Commands Time (Tmc). 

From clicking (or other mouse actions) on microscope control command button, 

slider or scrollbar at local WS until command activation at RSWS (including 

feedback). The Tmc is user selected (cf. section 3.3). If fixed delay time is 

selected, user can choose its value by using the slider. If random button is clicked 
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instead, the program generates a delay time with normal random distribution 

of mean value 634 milliseconds, and and variance of 228 milliseconds. This 

value will be displayed on the Time delay text field. In either case the global 

floating variable TIME_DELAY, which initially is set to 634 milliseconds will be 

changed according to the user choice. 

This program uses image processing routines to emulate microscope functions. Each 

algorithm requires considerable performance time. This time depends directly to 

image size. If Image size in pixel is larger than global variable Max_Image_Size in 

pixel, previously mentioned times (4-5) need not be considered since algorithm delay 

time replaces them. The value for Max_Image_Size experimentally has been found 

1024 x 1024 pixels. 

The specific delay time values chosen for this model are : 

1. Tco = 10 seconds. 

2. Tq = 1 second. 

3. Tr{ = 1 second. 

4. Tpi = 1 minute. 

5. Tmc = 1 second. 

4.6.2 CNM Layout Functions 

The functions which creating interface objects for CNM are: 
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xv-opaque first_slider_time_delay(ip, owner). 

This function creates a slider with range of values 406, 852 representing the 

range of fixed delay time for Tmc in milliseconds. Its callback function is: 

void first_slider_time_delay_handler(item, value, event) 

Panel_item item; 

int value; • 

Event *event; 

This functions sets the global variable TIME_DELAY and sets the text field value 

the Time Delay text field. 

xv_opaque first_dist_delay_time(ip, owner) This function creates 

the panel choice items. Their callback function is: 

void dist_time_delay_handler() 

If Random button is clicked this function sets the value of the global variable 

TIME_DELAY by calling the Gaussion_Generator function (which generates a 

normal random variable with mean 634, and standard deviation 228 [26, 27]). 

If Fixed button is clicked this routine is ignored. 

xv_opaque first_time_delay_text_field(). 

This function creates the Delay Time text field. Where its value is set by 1 

and 2. 
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4.6.3 Time Delay Functions 

In this section the functions which incorporate proper delay times for all user— 

interface commands are introduced. After the proper time delay has been determined, 

Unix system call sleepQ is called to create the delay time in each function. 

1. time_pat_menu(). 

This function is installed in PATIENTS FOLDER callback routine and Image 

Load button to produce Tc. 

2. time_main_menu(). 

This function is installed in Main Menu Folder callback routine and introduce 

T - L q -

3. time_pullright_menu(). 

This function is installed in the pullright menu callback function routine to 

produce Trt- plus TPi-

4. time_command(). 

This function is installed in the callback functions of all the commands buttons, 

slider and scrollbar of user—interface to introduce Tmc. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary and Conclusion 

This thesis has demonstrated one proposed user interface for a TPS and a software 

program governing its use. The demonstration is accomplished by modeling and 

emulation. TPS was created as a platform to investigate possible user interface. It 

is possible to conduct pathology user interface studies using TPS. 

Telepathology requires image transmission and reproduction integrity exceeding 

many medical requirements. Parameters for TPS have been discucced and alterna

tives explored. TPS is both possible and desirable as has been shown. In this thesis 

the microscope function has been emulated. Remote WS operations time and com

munication network links have been modeled and represented as time delay functions. 

A logical further step is needed. TPS must be tested on line so that further improve

ments can be incorporated if necessary based upon performance. A real need can be 

filled by implementation of this or similar systems on a local, regional, national, and 

international level. 

5.1 System Constraints 

Certain limitations are inherently revealed in the course of this thesis. 
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1. The software will only run on a Unix-based Sun-Sparc WS. Likewise the Xview 

Toolkits are only implemented on Sun-Sparc, although the toolkits can be im

plemented in other Unix-based systems (like Dec WS) with configuration pro

gram already available. 

2. Second zooming routines produce image distortion. This is due the repeatation 

of pixels performed by algorithm. 

3. The display colormap has limited color allocation capabilities. 

4. Time delays for microscope operation can be excessive, so field testing must be 

done to see if this is true. The re-transmission of a new acquired image from a 

remote microscope can have several seconds delay. For example, a color image 

of size 512 by 512 in real-time live transmission requires 30 frames per second. 

This will produce 7 M pixels per second. Assuming each pixel is represented 

by 8-bit bytes, then 63 M bits per second will be produced. 

5. Using a communication network like connvetional telephone lines with no data 

compression, will produce considerable time delays because of this large quan

tity of bits per second. As it has discussed in Chapter 2 a fast communication 

network like FDDI or ATM/SONNET is required to reduce the delay time. 
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5.2 Recommendation for Migration to PC Environment 

Previously performed research on implementation of TPS in PC environment in

dicates that this can be accomplished using preferably a 486 PC platform, with 3.1 

Window software, at least 100 to 150 Mbytes of memory, a mouse, a keyboard, Super 

VGA color monitor with resolution of 1024 by 768, and a communication interface 

to available communication network. 

A commercial PC example of TPS is Roche Image Analysis Systems[28], used 

in clinical, research and teaching environments installed at University of Arizona's 

Medical School in the Department of Pathology. The Roche System consists of a 486 

platform, 17 inches of high-resolution color monitor, a camera, a standard keyboard 

and mouse, a microscope, and high speed modem allowing transmission of images 

over standard telephone lines. By using 3.1 window for graphical representation, its 

user friendly interface makes the managing and transmitting of images a very simple 

process. Pictures obtained can be viewed instantly on the monitor. The Roche 

System combines the advantages of live image viewing on a large monitor with the 

ability to instantaneously freeze the image for further image processing and analysis, 

storing, and transmission to the other site. 

5.3 Future Work 

Future work is required in: 

1. User Interface Enhancements: 
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(a) Ability to record every session in a Local WS, and playback later. 

(b) Ability to have to a two-way voice channel between two sites, for consul

tation. 

(c) Ability to annote images with overlay data, transmitted over the commu

nication network to the other site. 

2. Faster Network Communication: 

TPS needs high bandwidth (fast) communication channels. This is because of 

large amount of data are produced by color images. Utilization of such networks 

like FDDI, and ATM/SONNET should be studied. 

3. Dynamic Images at 30 Frames per Second: 

A live real time transmission of images in dynamic TPS requires 30 frames per 

second. This requires a fast communication network and suitable data compres

sion, which should reduce the amount of data produced in real time dynamic 

images while maintaining the image integrity. If some of the information is lost 

due to data compression techniques (lossy compression), it must not effect the 

result of diagnosis. 

4. Studies Using ROC Methods: 

The ROC curve is a measure of the discriminative power of a diagnostic modal

ity. In the context of pathology, an ROC curve is a measure of the number of 

true-positive decisions vs the number of false-positive decisions the pathologist 
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will make [29]. Applying ROC curve analysis to histo-pathlogic decision-making 

necessitates finding independent evidence to access the validity of the diagno

sis. An ROC curve analysis of pathologist performance when diagnosing frozen 

section on a workstation monitor should be performed to establish validity of 

TPS diagnosis. 
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